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Information provided to H.E. Cardinal Mamberti and the Vatican Chancery Court in regard to 
our Claims, March 6th 2005, January 19th 2023, in seq: 

Although our demand for the liquidation of the Municipal Corporations housed in the District 
of Columbia, and also liquidation of their unauthorized independent, international city-state as 
well, comes in response to genocide committed by these commercial corporations, we feel 
compelled to expose the context of the genocide as the result of self-interested fraud and non-
disclosure in Breach of Trust, which has been maintained against the population of this country 
for over 150 years. 

We have already demonstrated how the services provided by the Federal Subcontractors have 
been expanded without our authorization by the Subcontractors themselves, how the cost 
charged for all these non-consensual services has also been increased into the stratosphere by 
these same Municipal Corporations acting with no regard for "reasonable and customary" 
limits, and how all of this has been duplicated so that we are having to pay for two complete 
sets of Federal Employees, one to do the actual work, and one to sit around watching them 
work. 

This is all bad enough, but pales in comparison with the Great Frauds that have led to and 
enabled these veiled commercial interests to abuse and defraud their employers and treaty 
partners and commercial services obligors in such a fashion and all under color of law. 

The beginning of the current round of international fraud began in England with Henry VIII 
and the Enclosure Acts and was substantially complete in England by 1763, when a series of 
Acts of Parliament and Treaty Acknowledgements resulted in bringing Admiralty Law onshore 
and the displacement of the Law of the Land for purposes of public administration.  

This action and disclosure of its result was not shared with the Public at that time or at any time
thereafter, for the very good reason that it was undertaken under conditions of fraud and 
resulted in unlawfully converting the assets belonging to the people of England, Ireland, 
Scotland and Wales into assets of the British Monarch and Crown.  It also changed the 
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jurisdiction and form of law to expedite unlawful seizures of private property and abuse of the 
civilian population under presumptions of reduced political status: persons at sea do not enjoy 
the protections of people on the land. 

All of this was undertaken via fraud, because King Henry VIII, even if he secured his own toe-
hold in England, was only "a" king among the many kings resulting from the Norman 
Conquest, and only appeared to be paramount as a result of the loot pouring in from his actual 
job as the Pope's Overseer of the Commonwealth.

This resulted in Holy Roman Empire interests seizing upon the assets of   
England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales at what, conveniently, appeared to be the hands of a 
Protestant king.  These actions and the Enclosure Acts supporting them were all fraudulent and 
unlawful, and all promoted by commercial interests acting in self-interest and at the expense of 
the General Public.  

After the Great Fire of London in 1666, the Municipal Corporation scam was added to the mix, 
and we once again see the pattern: unlawful conversion of land assets (people) into sea assets 
(persons) without their knowledge or consent, done in tandem with an undeclared change in the
form of law used for public administration purposes, followed some years afterward by the 
creation of Municipal Cestui Que Vie estate trusts,  operated by hired Executors de Son Tort as 
public trusts and of course, these are administered in favor of the offending Municipal 
Corporations.

The same exact unlawful, illegal, and immoral asset stripping scheme promoted in England, 
Scotland, Ireland and Wales by the same Municipal and Crown Corporation players was 
applied in America, with the twist that they had to excuse their takeover of our public 
administration and the change from our form of law, by claiming that our American 
Government was "absent", "in interregnum", "presumed lost at sea". They told this Big Lie to 
the rest of the world and did all of this at the same time that they were being paid to perform 
under our constitutional contracts and provide us with "good faith service".  

The Perpetrators of all this crime against the people and the national governments used the 
Inner City of London and the District of Columbia as the home base for their inland piracy, and
later, as we've seen, created a fraudulently organized "independent, international city-state" for 
themselves out of the City of Washington located in the District of Columbia.  

In 1864, the British Parliament, clearly in anticipation, passed the "Naval Agency and 
Distribution Act" and named the (Territorial) United States Secretary of State as the Officer 
responsible for their unlawful change of public administration and attendant fraudulent salvage 
operations expedited by bringing Admiralty Law onshore. 

A similar ruse and use of sovereign "enclaves" and Admiralty Law onshore was used to strip 
and batter unearned assets out of the Commonwealth nations.   In the case of Australia, these 
pirates operating as British Crown and Municipal Corporations set up shop on Norfolk Island, 
and we have reasonable evidence that they similarly set up shop on the Isle of Mann, and have 



fully intended to extend their operations to China while operating out of the Mariana Islands, 
one of our Possessions. 

These are not governments, they are commercial corporations in the business of providing 
government services, usurping upon and parasitizing and asset stripping actual nations and 
governments, while being paid by these same governments for stipulated "good faith 
services".  
They always act under the color or law and appearance of propriety, just as King Henry VIII 
did when he unlawfully, illegally and immorally imposed the Enclosure Acts in Britain--- and 
they always use the members of the Bar Associations known as Bar Attorneys in their capacity 
as members of a registered theater and entertainment company to give the fraud cover, as they 
practice their own corporate administrative law and their foreign Admiralty and Maritime Law 
in the victim's own courthouses and courts of record.  These Bar Attorneys acting as Actors are 
to provide us, the offended Public, with "the appearance of justice",  according to the Federal 
Rules of Civil Procedure adopted by these British-based bunko artists. 

The apparent purpose of these organizations has long been to promote inland piracy and unjust 
enrichment, using "city" and "federal" enclaves as pirate bases.  The political aspirations of the 
Offenders appear to be summed up as a form of "Corporate Feudalism" in which the individual 
Municipal and British Crown Corporations and their Officers rule as despots over the people 
they are supposed to serve.

We believe that we have demonstrated premeditated Bad Faith on the part of the British 
Parliament with the passage of the Naval Agency and Distribution Act of 1864, and their non-
disclosure in America of the Office and Officer responsible for their salvage claims and 
hypothecations of debt against the assets of the purportedly "absent" owners.  

All of this Gross Breach of Trust and criminality has been expedited by the misuse, abuse, and 
misdirection of Territorial Armed Forces under color of law, the misapplication of private 
administrative law, misapplication of Maritime Law, and misapplication of Admiralty Law on 
the land and soil, and a formulaic, purposeful, repeated fraud scheme against their employers 
and benefactors. 

To further administer and expedite benefit from these acts of fraud, force, and Breach of Trust 
exercised under color of law against their employers, the Perpetrators have hired yet another 
layer of employees, so called "Agency Personnel" to do their dirty work for them. 

These Agents are foreign with respect to the General Public and undeclared --- that is, the 
victims are not given disclosure that they are being addressed by agents of a foreign 
government.  This then allows the Perpetrators to operate covertly and take advantage of the 
natural trust and respect that people have hitherto had for what they have believed to be their 
government, but which is in fact a foreign, for-profit Municipal or British Crown Corporation 
operated in Breach of Trust and Service Contract. 



There are hundreds of these "Agencies" and thousands of these undeclared "Agents" and most 
of them think that they are working directly for the actual government of this country, when in 
fact they are subcontractors of Subcontractors at best, having no granted authority, no elected 
office,  and no delegated authority, whatsoever, yet making up "Administrative Code" and 
enforcing this as law misapplied to the people of these fifty sovereign and independent nation 
states. 

The Territorial Congress has been repeatedly rebuffed by the Supreme Court for its failure to 
take responsibility and do its own job, most recently in West Virginia v. EPA, in which the 
court reiterated and reinforced the decision of the Tennessee Supreme Court in Norton v. 
Shelby County more than a century ago: Congress cannot give away its legislative powers by 
appointment to any Agency, like the EPA, and the EPA and similar Municipal and Territorial 
Agencies are not enabled to enforce their Administrative Codes as if they were law related to 
us, the people and our property of in these States of the Union.  

Despite these repeated decisions by the High Court responsible for guiding their activities, 
these British Crown and Municipal Corporation Subcontractors continue to misaddress 
members of our General Public and duplicitously use their own secondary subcontractors, the 
so-called Federal Agencies, to do this in evasion of the High Court directive. 

The most likely reason for the existence of and use of these so-called federal Agents and 
federal Agencies, has been to introduce a layer of plausible deniability between the Perpetrators
and their Agents, who are lied to and kept ignorant by various means, so that they commit 
crimes that they would otherwise not commit, and provide their employers with the results they
want, but not the direct accountability.  We expect that the British Crown Corporations and the 
Municipal Corporations alike will attempt to blame these Agencies and their Personnel for their
own crimes and endeavor to use these hirelings and volunteers as scapegoats. 

The repetitive nature of the fraud schemes and the premeditated acts of legislation put in place 
in support of the unlawful activities of these Corporations belie any possibility that they are 
innocent in these matters. The chronic deceit of their Agencies and Agency Personnel via the 
falsification of registrations and production of phony Personal Dossiers as well as their failure 
to educate and fully disclose their operations to these employees, and failure to properly direct 
the activities of their subcontractors, all stand against them and offer additional direct evidence 
that these Municipal and British Crown Corporations have fraudulently and in self-interest 
acted as governments without being governments, have usurped upon their Employers in 
Breach of Trust, and have promoted an unlawful course of violence that has cost millions of 
lives and trillions of dollars in property losses and fraudulent charges assessed against their 
Employers as bloated non-consensual service fees, interest on non-existent debts, duplication of
effort,  undermining of their Employers in trade negotiations, sale of Employer's property under
False Representation, evasion of their self-asserted obligations under the federal constitutions, 
substitution schemes, abuse of the law to create unnatural Maritime and Admiralty jurisdictions
on the land, creation of Legal Presumptions in the interests of constructive fraud, use of 
undeclared Foreign Agents to create undisclosed registration and enrollment paperwork serving
to mischaracterize, misidentify, and misrepresent millions of Americans, using these 



aforementioned activities to create undisclosed public trusts, and still more unlawful, illegal, 
and immoral activity systematically plundering the resulting public trusts as Executors de Son 
Tort.  

The British Territorial Crown Corporations acting as federal military Subcontractors, continue 
to use secretly conscripted physicians as undeclared Uniformed Officers, i.e., "Medical 
Doctors", as undeclared Operatives, and deploys them to obtain undisclosed Registration 
contracts from new Mothers. This paperwork promoted and collected by these undeclared 
Foreign Agents, grants the British Crown Corporation an ownership interest in the baby, an 
ownership interest in the baby's name, and allows them to additionally mischaracterize the baby
as a "citizen of the United States", liable for all debts of the colluding Municipal Corporation 
Subcontractor.  

This paperwork scam is to promote a False Narrative, that our Mothers voluntarily surrendered 
us to the British Monarch's Agent on a battlefield, that they acted as Unwed Mothers, that they 
also willingly misidentified us as "citizens of the United States" and knowingly acted as 
Informants against us, as we were babies in our cradles. 

This is, of course, nothing but gross fraud and Breach of Trust by public employees, promoted 
without the knowledge or consensual agreement of the victims; the Mothers were given no 
disclosure about the paperwork or the results it would have, and the babies were far too young 
to have any knowledge at all.  

This same exact undisclosed use of doctors as conscripted Uniformed Officers subject to
 licensure and deployed as undeclared Agents of the offending British Crown Corporations 
housed in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, plays a part in the current and ongoing 
genocide campaign, where doctors and patients alike are misinformed and encouraged to 
voluntarily accept the injection of foreign and unknown substances fraudulently promoted as 
"vaccines" to protect against a  novel infectious disease that was developed and patented by the 
same British Crown and Municipal Corporations that are responsible for all the rest of this.  

After the fact we find out that these injections were not vaccines according to the standard 
definition, were not tested by the manufacturers at all or failed to pass safety tests ---and were 
released anyway, that these "vaccinations" contained all sorts of harmful substances including 
foreign mRNA designed to alter the human genome and render the recipients Genetically 
Modified Organisms (GMOs) ---and therefore, chattel property owned by the guilty patent 
holders, as well as deadly poisons, biological parasites, graphene oxide, polyethylene glycol, 
self-assembling nanobot antennas, foreign blood clotting factors, and exotic biologic disease 
agents, like genetically altered freshwater hydra parasites and the eggs of a sheep heart worm 
native to the Middle East.  

This entire cocktail of crud was shoved directly into the bloodstreams of billions of innocent 
people by these unaccountable British Crown and Municipal Corporations and their undeclared 
Agents, the licensed medical professionals and their Glee Club of dishonest and unethical 
University professors, all of whom were threatened with the loss of their licenses (Medical 



Doctors), grants (Universities) ---  at the same time, seduced to go along with this genocide 
atrocity by generous monetary awards for themselves and for their institutions. 

The manufacturers of these shots, thinking that they could not be held accountable for product 
liability, went along with all this unlawful, illegal, and grossly immoral scheme to make money,
and their CEO's are now pointing at the DEFENSE DEPARTMENT, INC., and DOD, INC., 
and the PENTAGON, INC., as the ones who ordered all these hideous experimental 
components to be included in the phony "vaccines".  

So-called "excess deaths" are skyrocketing to the tune of a quarter million extra deaths every 
month in this country alone. 

We wish for all of these Municipal Corporations and all of their British Crown affiliates, 
franchises, subsidiaries, and partners in crime, to be liquidated in favor of the living people 
who have been murdered and injured, lied to, lied about, misrepresented, disserved, and 
defrauded --and in favor of their lawful national governments. 

We wish for the long history of pernicious and destructive unlawful activity promoted by these 
two colluding groups of Municipal and British Crown Corporations, plus their misdirected 
franchises and agencies, to come to a permanent end via liquidation or forfeiture in favor of 
their Preferential Creditors, including the lawful governments of their respective nations.  
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